Having a touchscreen
stereo in your car

car

Why place a large-screen car stereo in your dash?
Fantastic appearance are an excellent place to
begin, however there’s such a lot of you’ll get from a
double din car stereo. you’ll see all the knowledge you
wish at one look, creating it easier to stay your eyes on the
road. You’ll even have enlargement choices like navigation and
a rear-view camera offered to you within the future.

Add a rear-view camera for safety
A rear-view or backup camera will facilitate build your
double-sized stereo a valuable tool against accidents, as a
result of you ne’er recognize what you’ll see behind you — a
pet, a velocipede rider, or perhaps legendary creature (he’s
extremely shy). Its wide field of read offers a full heap
additional of what’s behind you than exploitation your mirror,
and you won’t need to flip your head.

Nice huge touchscreen
With an oversized screen acting as your receiver’s show, it is
a lot easier to scan than the 2- or 3-line displays of typical
automobile receivers. you will get pleasure from having the
ability to scan additional data concerning what you are being
attentive to. larger icons, split-screen capability, and
additional screen land add up to a satisfying automobile audio
expertise. you will be ready to keep your eyes on the road a
full heap higher if you are not squinched at your show, or
anticipating the data to scroll by. In fact, everything you
are doing together with your receiver is simpler after you
have an oversized, touchscreen interface. Here are some
samples of however these receivers will build your drive a lot
of easier. For example: 10.1 inch touchscreen car stereo

Bluetooth®

usability
Bluetooth enables you to get pleasure from hands-free oral
communication exploitation your compatible phone. You’ll be
ready to see caller data instantly with an enormous screen in
your dash, therefore you’ll keep your eyes on the road and
your hands on the wheel. Some receivers additionally permit
audio streaming from phones.
GPS navigation
Get a stronger map read than phones or most moveable
navigators will deliver. And if your receiver doesn’t feature
intrinsical navigation, you may be ready to add steerage with
Associate in Nursing outboard unit, or hook up with Associate
in Nursing iPhone app like MotionX-GPS Drive that works over
3G signals.

User-friendly HD Radio™
HD Radio broadcasts sound nice, and a double-din receiver
provides far more data than an everyday stereo. You’ll see
album art and station logos from choose broadcasters, plus
song, creative person and album data. And you’ll tag songs for
later purchase from iTunes® right the radio.

Convenient stereo controls
One of the most blessings of any big-screen car stereo is that
the easy rummaging the menus. whether or not you’re searching
for a song on your iPod, a favourite satellite station, or the
equivalent weight settings, a big, colourful touchscreen makes
finding functions intuitive and straightforward.
Dual-zone listening
If you are toting your family around, the “dual-zone”
capability that some receivers supply enables you to separate
the rear-seat diversion from the front. Your backseat
passengers will hear their tunes or watch movies on a second
monitor, whereas you hear the ballgame up front.

